
Foundations of Artificial Intelligence

Knowledge Representation



Knowledge Acquisition

To introduce knowledge acquisition and knowledge 
engineering.

To explain how knowledge is taken from a human 
before being stored within a machine. 

To try out some of the techniques used in knowledge 
acquisition.

Techniques investigated will include interviewing, 
spider diagrams and decision trees.



Knowledge provides power:

power to inform, power to decide and 
power to control.

In order for a knowledge based system to 
provide an acceptable level of support it 
must have access to this power.

Knowledge Issues



An artificial intelligence system is capable 
not merely of storing and manipulating 
data, but also of acquiring, representing, 
and manipulating knowledge. 

Knowledge



Knowledge Based System

http://coventry.bcs.org/resources/artil.htm



Key issues confronting the designer of
an AI system are:

knowledge acquisition

knowledge representation

knowledge manipulation

Knowledge Issues



the transfer and transformation of potential
problem-solving expertise from some
knowledge source to a program

Buchanan et al. 1983

Knowledge Acquisition



Elicitation must carry out several operations, the
most important of which are the following:

Extracting the knowledge by externalising it.

Rendering it explicit by accumulating sufficient
detail to make it clear.

Record it in a symbolic form.

Verify it by checking the symbolic form against
the original statement.

Knowledge Acquisition



The field of knowledge engineering
can be defined as the process of 
assessing problems, acquiring knowledge 
and building knowledge based 
systems.

Knowledge Engineering



Problem assessment

Data and knowledge acquisition

Bottleneck

Development of a prototype system

Development of a complete system

Evaluation and revision of the system

Integration and maintenance of the system

Knowledge Engineering



End-users often have a difficult time verbalising
all that goes on in performing their jobs.

Through observations and interactions in the
working environment, we can identify what
data, information, and knowledge are needed
for end-users to perform their jobs better.

Knowledge Acquisition



Identify Knowledge Domain

Locate Knowledge Source

Overview the Knowledge Domain

Define the Domain Boundaries

 Select and Apply
 Elicitation Technique

 Review and Analyse
Acquired Knowledge

Domain Knowledge Base

 Further
 Knowledge
 Required

Knowledge 

Acquisition



Expert Opinion

Historic Data

Codes of Practice

Standard Engineering Procedures

Experimental Data

Technical Literature

 Text Books

 Journals

 Manuals

 Manufacturers Information

Established Engineering Equations

Sources of Knowledge



A number of factors can complicate the
acquisition process and create problems. This is
particularly evident when dealing directly with
experts.

Experts often have a subconscious hostility or fear
to providing information.

Many experts have great difficulty in articulating
knowledge.

Problems



Human knowledge is complex, unstructured and
usually ill formulated.

Relating individual problem experience to
abstracted rules in a systematic manner and in a
rational structured form is a major difficulty.

Often the expert is so close to the problem under
consideration they have difficulty in seeing it
objectively.

This situation is worse when the knowledge source
comprises of several experts

Problems



•Define task

Build-up Domain Vocabulary

 Words, phrases, formulae that make up the
natural language of the task.

Develop a Model of the Reasoning Involved and how
it is applied.

 Flowcharts and decision trees often used.

 Protocol Analysis.

 Paper exercise - no programming at this stage.

 Iterative procedure with Experts

Stages of Acquisition



 Simple enough that the structure is self evident
even to newcomers

 Powerful enough to express complex structures

 Flexible enough to accommodate the inevitable
flow of changes and revisions

Spider Diagrams



Spider Diagrams



Knowledge Representation

- What is knowledge ?

- How do we search through knowledge ?

- How do we get knowledge ?

- How do we get a computer to understand knowledge?

Objectives

Allow the students to represent English Language in a 
predicate logic format.

Allow the students to build semantic networks and frames.

Allow the students to develop production rules.



Representations and Mappings

When we collect knowledge we are faced with 
the problem of how to record it. 

And when we try to build the knowledge 
base we have the similar problem of how to 
represent it. 

We could just write down what we are told 
but, as the information grows, it becomes 
more and more difficult to keep track of the 
relationships between the items. 



Representations and Mappings

Let us start with the observation that we have 
no perfect method of knowledge representation 
today. 

This stems largely from our ignorance of just 
what knowledge is. 

Nevertheless many methods have been worked 
out and used by AI researchers.



Representations and Mappings

The knowledge representation problem 
concerns the mismatch between human and 
computer 'memory’

i.e. how to encode knowledge so that it is a 
faithful reflection of the expert's knowledge and 
can be manipulated by computer. 



Representations and Mappings

We call these representations of knowledge 
knowledge bases, and the manipulative operations 
on these knowledge bases, inference engine
programs.



What to Represent

Facts: truths about the real world and what we
represent. This can be regarded as the base
knowledge level

Representation of the facts: which we 
manipulate. This can be regarded as the symbol 
level since we usually define the representation in 
terms of symbols that can be manipulated by 
programs. 



Simple Representation

 Simple way to store facts.

 Each fact about a set of objects is set out
systematically in columns.

 Little opportunity for inference.

 Knowledge basis for inference engines.



Representations

English or natural language is an obvious way of
representing and handling facts.

spot is a dog

all dogs have tails

We can then deduce:

spot has a tail



Logic enables us to consider the following fact as :
spot is a dog as dog(spot)

We could then represent that all dogs have tails with
dog(x) hasatail(x)

We can then deduce:
hasatail(spot)

Using an appropriate backward mapping function the
English sentence spot has a tail can be generated

Representations



Inferential Knowledge

All dogs have tails : dog(x) hasatail(x)

Advantages:

 A set of strict rules.

 Can be used to derive more facts.

 Truths of new statements can be verified.

 Guaranteed correctness.

 Many inference procedures available to in implement
standard rules of logic.

 Popular in AI systems.



Knowledge Representation

In automated AI systems, how do we
Represent knowledge
Apply the knowledge

Representation
as a set of sentences of first order logic
symbolic encoding of propositions believed

Reasoning
deducing logical consequences
manipulation of symbols encoding propositions to 
produce representations of new propositions



Knowledge Representation

Problems with natural language
Natural language is often ambiguous.
Syntax and semantics are not fully understood.
There is little uniformity in the structure of 
sentences.



Knowledge Representation

Four General Representation Types

Logical Representations

Semantic Networks

Production Rules

Frames



Predicate Logic

The idea of using a formal language capable of 
representing and mathematically manipulating 
logical thought is appealing and has historical 
precedent. 

It is appealing because it suggests a powerful way of 
deriving new knowledge from old, through 
mathematical deduction. 



Blue Cars
Cars with
Automatic

Gears

Blue
Cars
with

Automatic
Gears

Set Theory



Conjunctives and Disjunctives

 The logical and called the conjunction of two
logical propositions

 The logical or called the disjunction of two
logical propositions

 The negation, or not connective

 The implies connective



Vocabulary

" " material implication (implies)

" " not

" " or

" " and

" " for all

" " there exists



Representation

It is raining.

RAINING

It is sunny.

SUNNY

It is windy.

WINDY

If it is raining, then it is not sunny.

RAINING SUNNY



 Many English sentences are ambiguous.

 There is often a choice of how to represent the
knowledge. Simple representations are desirable,
but they may preclude certain kinds of reasoning.

 Even in very simple situations, a set of
sentences is unlikely to contain all the information
necessary to reason about the topic at hand.

Logic



Elephant

1. I am an elephant
• Elephant (I)

2. Elephants are animals
• Animals (elephants)

3. I like fruit
• Like (I,fruit)

4. All animals eat fruit or meat
• (x) : animal (x) eat (x, fruit) eat (x,meat)



Elephant

5. Elephants are grey
• Grey (elephant)

6. All animals eat the food they like
• (x) (y): animal (x) food (y) like (x,y) eat (x, y)

7. Elephants are not carnivores

• Elephant (x) carnivore (x)

8. Fruit is food
• Food (Fruit)



Elephant

Prove that elephants eat fruit
eat (elephant, fruit)

From 6
animal (elephant) food (fruit) like (elephant, fruit)

From 2

food (fruit) like (elephant, fruit)

From 8
like (elephant, fruit)

From 1
like (I, fruit)

From 3
eat (elephant, fruit)



Procedural and Declarative

There are two fundamentally different methods of
representing knowledge:

as program, which we call procedural,

and as data, which we call declarative.

Early representation schemes were procedural

The natural outgrowth of traditional programming

They were highly efficient.

AI researchers turned to declarative representation.



/* Function to calculate fitness value */

void fitness_function(int chromosome[NUM_OF_POP][8], long value[NUM_OF_POP])

{

register int chromonum, y;

long temp, x;

for (chromonum = 0; chromonum < NUM_OF_POP; chromonum++)

{

x = 1;

value[chromonum] = 0;

for (y=0; y<8; y++)

{

        temp = (long) chromosome [chromonum][y];

        value[chromonum]=value[chromonum] + (temp * x);

         x *= 2;

        }

value[chromonum] = value [chromonum] * value [chromonum];

    }

}

Procedural



if   light is bright

then best plant is begonia

if   light is dim

then best plant is ivy

if   type of light is sunlight

then light is bright

if   type of light is light bulb

then light is dim

if   location is outdoor

then type of light is sunlight

if   location is indoor

then type of light is light bulb

Declarative



Declarative and Procedural

Declarative knowledge representation:

 Static representation -- knowledge about objects,
events etc. and their relationships and states given.

 Requires a program to know what to do with knowledge
and how to do it.

Procedural representation:

 Control information necessary to use the knowledge is
embedded in the knowledge itself. e.g. how to find
relevant facts, make inferences etc.

 Requires an interpreter to follow instructions specified
in knowledge.



So called because: 

A slot is an attribute value pair in its simplest form 

A filler is a value that a slot can take

A weak slot and filler structure does not consider the 
content of the representation. 

Weak Slot and Filler Structures



A Semantic Net : is a formal graphic language
representing facts about entities in some world
about which we wish to reason.

The meaning of a concept comes from the ways
in which it is connected to other concepts.

Semantic Nets



Semantic Nets



Semantic Nets



Semantic Nets



 Computer languages cannot tolerate the
ambiguity of natural languages, it is therefore
necessary to have well defined sets of
predicates and arguments for a domain.

 Semantic nets for realistic problems become
large and cluttered, the problems need to be
broken down.

Semantic Nets



Frames represent an alternative method of structuring and
organising knowledge.

As with logic systems, there is no standard frame; instead, all
possess some basic unifying principles of knowledge
organisation and representation.

Frames organise knowledge into prototypal objects and
stereotypical events appropriate to specific situations.

The organisation of this knowledge facilitates expectation-
driven processing.

Frames



 Person
 isa:    Mammal

Adult-Male
isa:  Person

Rugby-Player
 isa:  Adult-Male

 Height:
Weight:
Position:

Team:
Team-Colours:

Back
 isa: Rugby-Player

 Tries:
Mike-Hall

 instance: Back
 Height: 6-0
 Position: Centre
 Team: Cardiff-RFC
 Team-Colours:  Black/Blue

Rugby-Team
 isa:  Team

 Team-size:  15

 Coach:

Frames



Strong Slot and Filler Structures typically:

Represent links between objects according to more
rigid rules.

Specific notions of what types of object and relations
between them are provided.

Represent knowledge about common situations.

Strong Slot and Filler



Scripts are beneficial because:

Events tend to occur in known runs or patterns.

Causal relationships between events exist.

Entry conditions exist which allow an event to take place

Prerequisites exist upon events taking place.

E.g. when a student progresses through a degree scheme
or when a purchaser buys a house.

Scripts



The components of a script include:

Entry Conditions -- these must be satisfied before events in
the script can occur.

Results -- Conditions that will be true after events in script
occur.

Props -- Slots representing objects involved in events.

Roles -- Persons involved in the events.

Track -- Variations on the script. Different tracks may share
components of the same script.

Scenes -- The sequence of events that occur.

Scripts



Advantages of Scripts:

Ability to predict events.

A single coherent interpretation may be build up from
a collection of observations.

Disadvantages:

Less general than frames.

May not be suitable to represent all kinds of
knowledge.

Scripts



RULES

The term production rule system refers to several different
knowledge representation schemes based on the general
underlying idea of condition-action pairs, which are also
called if-then pairs, situation-action pairs, production
rules, or just plain productions.

Production rule systems have been shown to be capable of
modelling any computable procedure. On the surface a
production rule resembles a predicate calculus implication
statement. A production rule is written in the form

“if this condition holds, then this action is appropriate”.



(rule (name)

(if (trigger fact 1)

(trigger fact 2)

:

:

(trigger fact n))

(then (conclusion fact 1, or action 1 )

(conclusion fact 2, or action 2)

:

:

(conclusion fact n, or action n)))

RULES



if it is raining then the ground is wet

if height of X > height of Y then X is taller than Y

where X and Y are variables, and the database has the
following items:

it is raining

the ground is wet

height of Tom = 6

height of Tim = 5

Tom is taller than Tim

RULES



 Modularity - production rules can be added, changed, or
deleted independently of one another, and they are order-
independent.

 Uniformity - production rules impose a uniform structure
on the knowledge in the rule base, making the information
easier for third parties to understand.

 Naturalness - production rules provide a syntax well-
suited to the expression of certain kinds of knowledge. Such
statements are frequently used by experts in explaining their
jobs.

RULES



 Inefficiency - the execution of a production rule imposes
a large overhead on system resources, hampering their
responsiveness to predetermined sequences of situations,
and restricts their ability to take larger steps in reasoning
when the situation demands it.

 Opacity - it is often hard to follow the flow of control. The
meaning of algorithms is less apparent than the meaning of
corresponding expressions in a more traditional programming
language.

RULES


